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“Halle Coffee”



What is the definition of 

“Halle”

 A person known for great attitude and very high i.q

 An amazing person who brightens up a room with a simple smile 

people love to be around a Halle and their vibe makes ANYONE 

feel at ease, person has charismatic personality.

 Very intelligent when wants to be and has a strange taste in fashion.

 a heart of gold and the most amazing smile ever! The person brings 

joy to a depressed place and brings out the best in everyone, 

people often try very hard to put he/she down but somehow he/she 

gets back up stronger than ever ready to fight her next battle

 In Scandinavian language means hero

 In Zulu language means unexpected delight

 They are beautiful inside and out. They love to go on adventures.



What is “Halle Coffee” ?

 Halle Coffee is a new coffee brand based and establish in 

Jakarta which specialty is Indonesian Coffee.

 Halle Coffee is a local brand that will positioning itself as a 

new and Modern Brand to differ itself from other 

competitors which go with traditional route.

 In Modern Era like now, most of coffee lovers aware that 

Indonesia is one of the best coffee producer in the world so 

“Halle Coffee” need to grab this chance to start with cater 
local market and also international market in the future.

 Halle Coffee is selling coffee powder that still need to be 

filtered to separated the grouts.



Target Market

 Demographic

 Gender : Male & Female

 Age : 25-34, 35-44 Years old

 Occupation : White collar, Entrepreneur, Freelancer, Housewife

 Level of Edu : Diploma, Bachelor, Master & Doctoral Degrees

 Psychographic

 Personality : Hard worker, ambitious, passionate, easy going

 Lifestyle : Hectic, health conscious, full spirit

 Social Class : B+, A, A+(Middle, Middle Up & Upper Class)

 Geographic

 Urban & Sub Urban.



Tone & Manner

Modern

Mature

Passionate

Determined

Classy



Variant

 Halle Coffee will start to launch with 2 new types of 

coffee, which is :

 Green Bean Extract Coffee

 Luwak Coffee (Robusta & Arabica)



What we want….

 Please design the Logo first without the variant

 The variant only as a product knowledge to define the right Logo for the 
product

 The Logo has to be different from other so it wont be call duplicate.

 Our Factory location is in Malang, so all of our production and processing is 
in Indonesia

 We are 100% Made In Indonesia with modern processing system.

 We want to attract customer at the first sight with our Logo and packaging 
design. 

 In Short term we will targeting Local Customers but in Long Term we will 
penetrate international market.




